
Virginia Beach Friends Meeting 
Report of Peace & Social Justice Committee 

to the Meeting for Worship with Attention to Business 
12:00 pm, April 8, 2018 

 
Our Third Month Committee Meeting  
The Peace & Social Justice Committee met on March 11th following rise of Meeting for 
Worship, having postponed the meeting scheduled for the first Sunday, due to a called Meeting 
for Eating.  The following were present:  Faye Bailey, Beth and Tom Bertrand, Bob Clapp, Mark 
Connolly, Rosie Deer Heart, Rachel Njuki, Kate Rogers, Richard Taylor, Alvina Torres, and Lewis 
and Mary Pelham White.   We talked about the following topics: 
 
Climate Change as a Spiritual Concern 
As a focus for our discussion, Alvina Torres read aloud a statement by Brian Drayton entitled 
“Climate Change as a Spiritual Challenge” addressed to New England Friends in 2012: 
 

“A spiritual challenge is one which requires us to grow, because it is hard to integrate with our 
prior spiritual beliefs and habits.  It demands some definite change in the way we act on and 
interpret the world and our condition; and  it may require us to seek and use spiritual, 
intellectual, community, or physical resources to guide and feed the growth required.  If we 
engage with such a challenge whole-heartedly, we will know we have met it, for the time 
being, by the reward of peace or sense of inward reconciliation, by a sense of clarified 
understanding, by a removal of some fear and sense of insufficiency, and by a renewed 
understanding of and faithfulness to all of our most essential spiritual commitments.  If we 
take seriously the news coming in from all parts of the planet about the gathering storm of 
changes, the spiritual challenge is desolation.  There is grief, and alarm, at the loss of much 
that is beautiful and valuable in itself, and at the consequent increase of suffering that will 
accrue to our ever-more-numerous human family. The changes we have set in motion will take 
decades to fully unfold, and it will be centuries before a new equilibrium is reached.  At this 
point, even if dramatic measures are taken in the next 5 years, we will only be able to 
somewhat soften the blows that are coming.  The temptations to self-preservation at all costs, 
to competition and exclusiveness, will only rise, because these are the most natural responses 
to crises that are already under way, and indeed accelerating.   Moreover, our political systems 
by and large have developed in such a way that they are now best suited to serve a few 
powerful interests, rather than the common good.  Beyond the invitation to anger and despair 
that the science news brings daily, I have therefore found myself losing illusions that, I realize, 
have been sources of hope, but which cannot any longer be relied upon. Some of my hope has 
been placed in enforcing social structures, such as government or other political agencies.  It is 
increasingly likely that the major social structures will not respond in time to prevent 
protracted climate disruption.  Some of my hope has been wedded to the idea of progress and 
reform. God’s will is peace and justice, abundance, agape, and creation — but I no longer see 
how this translates to “progress” as Americans and optimists have usually meant it. Finally, I 
have placed stock in knowing, being able to comprehend not only my personal dilemmas, but 
also the trends in which I am embedded.  And I must admit that the hope that I have in 
knowing really reflects my deep desire to have control over my life, for my well-being and that 



of those I love. We have not confronted the spiritual challenges of climate change until we 
recognize that some of our grounds for hopefulness are false, and that we need again to ask 
where the Holy Spirit and the Gospel story (including its later, Quaker chapters in some of 
which we are appearing right now), can be found in the midst of it all.  At such a time, indeed, 
we are challenged to bring our grief and our need before the Living God. Many Friends [and 
others] have experienced surprising grace when driven to such an extremity, seeing that many 
of their props and resources were unreliable  — ‘When all my hopes in them and in all men 
were gone, so that I had nothing outwardly to help me, nor could I tell what to do….’  We 
cannot tell God what to do, but we can know some things about how God moves among us: 
(see https://amorvincat.wordpress.com/2016/09/10/teaching-our-children-about-climate-
change-part-1-introduction/): 

 

Using Brian Drayton’s poignant reflections as an inspiration, we entered into a lively discussion 
of what we as Friends can do. 
 
Speaking as a water quality hydrologist, Lewis indicated that his two largest concerns about our 
environment in the Hampton Roads area of Virginia are the influence of plastics on our 
environment and the rise in sea levels.  He pointed to an article in the Virginian Pilot this very 
morning. 
 
Faye declared that she is trying in every way to live without plastics and makes a point of 
making clear to restauranteurs her rejection of plastic straws and to grocers her rejection of 
plastic bags.  She told the story of the woman on the Eastern Shore who had made a dress 
festooned with deflated balloons that had been found along the shoreline; she wore this dress 
and visited schools up and down the Eastern Shore advocating against the use of balloons. 
 
Mary Pelham worries about the systemic use of plastics throughout our consumerist society.  
Riley agreed that our challenge is how to educate the public to demand a different way of 
consuming. 
 
Rosie remembered that the Brock Center of the Chesapeake Bay Foundation is in the process of 
rolling out a campaign against plastics.  She will keep us informed about this campaign.  Faye 
and Beth, who have been on advisory boards for the Chesapeake Bay Foundation, applauded 
this initiative. 
 
Lewis said that we need to learn who our allies are in this effort.  He mentioned the Surfrider 
Foundation as a natural ally. 
 
Mark pointed out that these issues of climate change and rising ocean levels have been with us 
a long time.  In sorting through old files, he had recently come across a 1988 article on shifting 
ocean currents and another on Earth Day.  We need to champion the fact that we are all on this 
world together. 
 
Richard said that he and DeShaunda had just returned from Costa Rica, where he was struck by 
views from the sky looking over the Appalachian Mountains where whole mountain tops had 
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been stripped away.  He suggested that an effective educational campaign might utilize views 
of our changing landscape from Google Earth. 
 
Kate Rogers urged that we should not lose hope.  “There are examples of effective action.” 
 
Mary Pelham suggested that it is timely for us to urge FCNL to make this one of its top priorities 
for the next Congress.  
 
Richard felt that we need to find issues that can more effectively galvanize collective action.  He 
suggested that everyone has a stake in health care and that universal health care could perhaps 
be more immediately successful as a theme for our advocacy. 
 
Beth felt that we should consider where we can have impact in the face of such confusing 
information and denial in the public sphere these days. 
 
Lewis suggested that “the pocketbook” is where effective action needs to focus. 
 
We all resonated to Kate’s observation that “we need to learn how to take action regardless of 
the government that we have.” 

 
Bob Clapp urged others to join the Natural Resources Defense Council, as he had recently done, 
prompted by communications from Richard Branson (see https://www.nrdc.org). 
 
Sharing other experiences and concerns: 

 
Rosie said that she has been supporting her grandchildren in their various efforts.  She shared 
the complications that arise in families these days.  Her granddaughter joined students around 
the country in walking out of her school to protest gun use, but her grandson was threatened 
with the loss of his scholarship if her were to walk out of his private school.  This is leading her 
to get together a group of grandmothers to march in support of youth. 
 
Lewis said that he is trying to understand retirement, while trying to pass on all that he knows 
to the younger engineers who have moved into his firm. 
 
Kate is teaching at Great Bridge Middle School as a reading specialist and her daughter, Rachel, 
is tutoring a high schooler at the Library. 
 
Beth is concerned about the money that is driving governmental decisions these days and, in 
particular, the growing disparity between the haves and the have nots.  Wage growth for the 
for the working classes has not kept up with the vast increase in wealth, and opportunities are 
shrinking for their children.  There are some scholarships for the lowest income levels, but 
children of the middle classes can no longer qualify for scholarships.  There are fewer choices 
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for those in the middle.   And education is the key to solving our environmental as well as our 
health concerns. 
 
Update on our FCNL Legislative Priorities Process 
Tom gave an update on the number of surveys submitted online and in printed form.  At our 
meeting on April 1, we will formulate a report to Meeting for Business.  If approved by the 
Meeting for Business, this report will then be forwarded to the national office of FCNL as our 
Meeting’s report to the General Committee of the Friends Committee on National Legislation, 
with our recommendations to FCNL for Legislative Priorities for the 116th Congress.  See 
attached for draft of proposed report. 
 
Advocacy Team Training 
Tom and Mary Pelham shared information from FCNL on the Advocacy Team training process.  
We agreed to work with FCNL to schedule dates for the training starting in May.  

 
Updates from Steve Baggarly & Kim Williams at the Norfolk Catholic Worker 

 Pentagon charge against Steve has been dropped  

 Tidewater Sowers of Peace (Catholic) Stations of the Cross Pilgrimage – March 
31, 11 am, St. Mary’s Basilica  

 Norfolk Street Choir Concert – May 5, 3 pm, Freemason Street Baptist Church  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

REPORT OF VIRGINIA BEACH MONTHLY MEETING (NCYMC) 
to 

GENERAL COMMITTEE OF THE FRIENDS COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL LEGISLATION 
and 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES FOR 116TH CONGRESS 
 

April 8, 2018 

 

Background on the relationship of Virginia Beach Monthly Meeting to the Friends Committee on 

National Legislation:   

 Virginia Beach Monthly Meeting has long utilized printed literature and the website of FCNL in 

informing and structuring the ongoing work of our Committee on Peace & Social Justice (P&SJ), 

which is also active in the work of the Virginia Interfaith Center for Public Policy (VICPP), the 

VICPP caucus of Friends Meetings in Virginia, and the Legislative Collaborative Roundtable of 

South Hampton Roads, as well as other statewide and local advocacy coalitions.   

 VBFM has long supported FCNL through our annual budget, and several individual members of 

our meeting are FCNL donors. 

 At a potluck meal on March 5, 2017, following Meeting for Worship, the P&SJ Committee 

conducted a workshop on the use of the FCNL website for members/attenders of Meeting who 

had been encouraged to bring their personal laptops to the workshop.   See attached outline of 

that workshop.  

 In June 2017, several members of our P&SJ Committee (Mary Pelham White, Faye Bailey, Mark 

Connolly, Tom Bertrand) drove to Washington DC to participate in the 24-hour Interfaith Vigil 

for Medicaid on Capitol Hill. 

 A member of our P&SJ Committee (formerly Charlie Ansell and currently Tom Bertrand) has 

regularly attended the yearly FCNL meeting and Quaker Policy Institute and participated in the 

work of FCNL’s General Committee as a representative of NCYMC.  As a representative of 

NCYMC on the FCNL General Committee and the FCNL Field Committee, Tom Bertrand made 

written and oral reports about FCNL’s work to the NCYMC gathering in Wilmington NC in 

summer of 2015.  In the summer of 2017 Tom and FCNL General Committee Chairman Eric 

Ginsberg conducted an interest group session on the work of FCNL at the NCYMC gathering in 

Wilmington.  As an FCNL Visiting Friend, Tom has also discussed the work of FCNL at the Coastal 

Friends Gathering in Woodland, NC (including representatives from small and isolated monthly 

Friends meetings in Greenville, Woodland, and Fayetteville NC and the Core Sound Friends 

Worship Group in Beaufort NC), at the Five Rivers Friends Meeting in Conway SC in June 2017, 

and, on February 3, 2018, at the representative gathering of the newly formed North Carolina 

Fellowship of Friends (including representatives from thirteen programmed Friends monthly 

meetings in North Carolina and southern Virginia) meeting at the Somerton Friends Meeting in 

Suffolk VA.  

 Our P&SJ Committee also corresponds regularly with the Peace & Social Justice Committee of 

the Acadia Friends Meeting in Northeast Harbor, Maine.  



The FCNL Priorities Process at Virginia Beach Friends Meeting in 2018:  Through the months of January, 

February, March and early April of 2018, our P&SJ Committee has conducted a thorough process of 

educating members and attenders of our local meeting about the importance of the “grass roots” 

process of setting FCNL legislative priorities for the upcoming 116th Congressional session.  This 

education began with announcements about the upcoming process after rise from Meetings for 

Worship in January.  On Sunday, January 21, our entire Meeting devoted a “Meeting for Eating” to the 

work of FCNL, with the P&SJ Committee leading a discussion of the priorities process and showing three 

FCNL videos.  During the P&SJ Committee’s meeting on February 4th, we read the FCNL policy priority 

queries (“Priorities Discernment: Resources for Centering”) and discussed the legislative priorities 

that have guided FCNL during the two years of the 115th Congress, and we agreed on the steps of a 

discernment process to recommend to the Monthly Meeting for Business on February 11th, to help 

arrive at a set of priority recommendations from our Meeting to FCNL.  The Monthly Meeting approved 

this process and our survey form on February 11. 

Pursuant to the plan approved at Monthly Meeting on February 11th, the Priority survey was made 

available to all members/attenders outlining the process and asking for individuals to indicate their 

highest priorities for congressional action in the next Congress (see attached survey approved by our 

Committee).  Our Meeting’s Communications Committee distributed this survey electronically and 

members of the P&SJ Committee also distributed it in printed form at several weekly Meetings for 

Worship, so as to achieve the widest possible participation.  The survey asks people to indicate their four 

top priorities, but also gives room for individuals to expand on their answers.  The FCNL queries entitled 

“Priorities Discernment: Resources for Centering” accompanied the survey posted on the Meeting’s 

website to assist our members/attenders in considering their own choices of priorities.  We also 

highlighted various legislative policy options utilizing the Mandala on the wall in the Meeting House.  

The Peace & Social Justice Committee utilized our Committee meetings on March 11th and April 1 to 

review the completed questionnaires, summarize the findings, and seek unity on a report to Meeting for 

Business.  We will seek approval from Meeting for Business on April 8, in time to submit our Meeting’s 

report to FCNL by the deadline of April 16.  Each step of the process has provided further opportunity to 

educate our members and attenders in the work of FCNL.    

Results of our process:  Through constructive cooperation between the VBFM Committees on P&SJ and 

Communications, we were able to secure participation from thirty-seven (37) members and attenders of 

the meeting.  Here are the aggregated priority choices of those participating in our process, as 

requested by FCNL: 

Total number of responders:          43 

1. Promote policies that reduce economic inequality and poverty; encourage  

fair compensation for workers and health care for all     33 
2. Advance equitable criminal justice systems that eliminate mass incarceration  

and support law-enforcement that is community-oriented and demilitarized  25  
3. Pursue policies that promote and respect the rights, safety, and dignity of all  

immigrants, refugees, and migrants       24 
4. Advocate for sustainable solutions to climate disruption and its consequences   19 

5. Work to end gun violence         18 

 



6. Promote peacebuilding, diplomacy and the peaceful prevention and resolution  

of violent conflict with an emphasis on the Middle East     16 
7. Promote equitable access for all citizens to participation in the political process   12 

8. Reduce military spending and armed interventions       11 

9. Witness and advocate on Native American concerns       5 

10. Promote nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation        5 

 
 

 


